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Abstract

Question generation (QG), which automatically generates good-quality ques-
tions from a piece of text, is capable of lowering the cost of the manual com-
position of questions. Recently Question generation has attracted increasing
interest for its ability to supply a large number of questions for developing
conversation systems and educational applications, as well as corpus develop-
ment for natural language processing (NLP) research tasks, such as question
answering and reading comprehension. Previous neural-based QG approaches
have achieved remarkable performance. In contrast, these approaches require a
large amount of data to train neural models properly, limiting the application of
question generation in low-resource scenarios, e.g. with a few hundred training
examples. This thesis aims to address the problem of the low-resource scenario
by investigating a recently emerged paradigm of NLP modelling, prompt-based
learning. Prompt-based learning, which makes predictions based on the knowl-
edge of the pre-trained language model and some simple textual task descrip-
tions, has shown great effectiveness in various NLP tasks in few-shot and zero-
shot settings, in which a few or non-examples are needed to train a model. In
this project, we have introduced a prompt-based question generation approach
by constructing question generation task instructions that are understandable
by a pre-trained sequence-to-sequence language model. Our experiment results
show that our approach outperforms previous state-of-the-art question gener-
ation models with a vast margin of 36.8%, 204.8%, 455.9%, 1083.3%, 57.9%
for metrics BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-4, and ROUGE-L respectively
in the few-shot learning settings. We also conducted a quality analysis of the
generated questions and found that our approach can generate questions with
correct grammar and relevant topical information when training with as few as
1,000 training examples.
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1 Introduction

Question Generation (QG) is a natural language processing (NLP) task that aims to
generate meaningful questions from a given textual content automatically. Figure
1.1 indicates an example of three questions that asked for difference aspects of
language based on Wikipedia data1. Sometimes QG task is straightforward, simply
transforming a declarative sentence into an interrogative one. For instance, when
asking for the definition of language, a question “What is a language?” can be
raised. Nevertheless, QG task could be complex. Taking a long sentence for example,
“Human language is unique among the known systems of animal communication in
that it is not dependent on . . . and affords a much wider range of expression than
other systems.”, a question describing the reason for human language uniqueness
could be “What is human language unique among the known systems of animal
communication in?” There is a long, complex distance dependency of word unique
and in, making it challenging to generate a unambiguous question asking about the
correct topical information.

Paragraph

A language is a structured system of communication. The structure of a 
language is its grammar and the free components are its vocabulary. 
Languages are the primary means of communication of humans, and 
can be conveyed through speech, sign, or writing. Human language is 
unique among the known systems of animal communication in that it is 
not dependent on a single mode of transmission, is highly variable 
between cultures and across time, and affords a much wider range of 
expression than other systems.

Questions

• What is a Language ?
-- structured system of communication

• Through which communication way can languages be transmitted ?
-- speech, sign, or writing

• What is human language unique among the known systems of animal 
communication in?
-- it is not dependent on a single mode of transmission, is highly variable between 

cultures and across time, and affords a much wider range of expression than other 
systems.

Figure 1.1: An example of Paragraph text for language from Wikipedia, following with questions
that ask for corresponding information from the paragraph.

The QG task has attracted interest both from industry and academia recently.
With the popularity of conversation systems, such as Alexa, Siri and Google assis-
tant, the QG system plays an essential role in triggering a conversation by inquir-
ing a question or finalising a dialogue by asking for feedback (X. Du et al., 2017;
Mostafazadeh et al., 2016). It is also pointed out in Duan et al. (2017) that QG
can contribute to the creation of datasets for NLP research tasks such as question
answering and reading comprehension by providing a large amount of automatically
generated new questions. In addition, educational applications can benefit from QG

1“Language.” Wikipedia page, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language
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systems, where the automatic generated questions could improve learners’ attention
on essential learning material, reinforce core learning concepts (Kurdi et al., 2020),
as well as stimulate their reading comprehension (Heilman and Smith, 2010).

Researchers have mainly investigated two categories of approaches to tackling QG
tasks: the rule-based and the neural-based approaches. For rule-based approaches,
questions are generated by manually well-designed rules and templates based on
expert knowledge, such as syntactic knowledge (Heilman and Smith, 2010), deep
linguistic knowledge (Yao et al., 2012) and ontology knowledge (Labutov et al.,
2015). In another line, the neural-based approach aims to generate questions end-to-
end by learning features automatically, lessening the need of human effort and expert
knowledge. Researchers have explored different neural network architectures, such as
LSTMs with global attention (X. Du et al., 2017), LSTMs with gated self-attention
(Zhao et al., 2018) and pretrained language models based approaches (Chan and Fan,
2019), to continuously improve the state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance of QG.

Although the neural-based approaches have achieved remarkable performance,
we cannot neglect that these approaches are often data-hungry. For instance, the
dataset SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), which is used to train QG models of Chan
and Fan (2019), X. Du et al. (2017), and Zhao et al. (2018), consists of 100,000+
questions created by crowdworkers. Other popular datasets used in QG tasks, such
as NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017) and MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) are
also composed of over 100, 000 examples. We argue that since the QG datasets are
mainly English-oriented and not domain-specific, it would be challenging to train a
neural model other than English or with a domain-specific dataset, e.g. a clinic or
education QG, where there are a limited amount of training examples. Thus, we are
motivated to investigate a data-efficient approach to address the QG task.

Recent GPT-3 model (Brown et al., 2020), which achieves strong few-shot learn-
ing performance by providing a natural language prompt, has raised the attention
to prompt-based learning in the NLP community. Unlike regular supervised learn-
ing, prompt-based learning regards downstream NLP tasks like language modelling
problems (Gao et al., 2021). By using a text prompt, prompt-based learning can
generate textual predictions based on the probability of the text from the language
model directly. A text prompt usually consists of the original input and a prefix con-
taining a blank token as well as simple instructions that help the language model
understand the task. Researchers have been investigating prompt-based learning to
improve the few-shot learning capability of the moderate size pre-trained language
model, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu, Ott, Goyal, J. Du, Joshi,
D. Chen, Levy, Lewis, Zettlemoyer, and Stoyanov, 2019) and transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017)-based sequence-to-sequence models (Lewis et al., 2019; Raffel et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2020). From the aspect of NLP tasks, prompt-based learning has
shown effectiveness in regression and classification (Gao et al., 2021), question an-
swering (Khashabi et al., 2020) and text summarization (Schick and Schütze, 2020)
tasks.

We note that no previous work has been conducted with prompt-based learning on
QG tasks. Therefore, this master thesis aims to fill this research gap while addressing
the QG task in the low-resource scenario. We apply prompt-based learning to a
transformer-based seq2seq model PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020) and conduct QG
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with randomly sampled sub-datasets from SQuAD. The research questions of this
thesis are as follows:

• Could prompt-based QG be a promising data-efficient approach for QG in the
low-resource scenario?

• How good is the quality of the questions generated by prompt-based QG re-
garding grammar and topic relevance?

In this thesis, some constraints have also been considered. As the SQuAD dataset
is used for the experiment, we only compare prompt-based QG with other neural-
based approaches (Chan and Fan, 2019; X. Du et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018) that
deployed the same dataset. We have only applied the prompt-based QG to one of
seq2seq model PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020) and applied the QG SOTA method
(Chan and Fan, 2019) to PEGASUS as a comparison, as we note that PEGASUS
can serve as a strong baseline for text generation tasks for it achieved near-SOTA
performance with only 100 examples (Zhang et al., 2020).

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the background and related
work. Chapter 3 and 4 describes the dataset, our method as well as the experiment
settings and configurations. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 presents the experiment results,
discussion and then concludes and indicates future work.
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2 Related Work

This chapter will review related previous works about question generation, trans-
former architecture, the paradigm shift of NLP and emerging of prompt-based learn-
ing. Section 2.1 will introduce the problem of QG and the methods deployed in
previous works in question generation. Since we apply prompt-based learning to a
pre-trained transformer-based seq2seq model, a brief introduction of transformer
architecture is conducted in Section 2.2. As masked language models (MLM) are an
essential base of prompt-based learning approaches, important works in MLM are
presented in Section 2.3. At the end of this chapter, we provide a short description of
sea changes in NLP modelling and give examples of works deploying prompt-based
learning for different NLP tasks in Section 2.4.

2.1 Question Generation
The construction of questions by humans has a long history. Researchers have stud-
ied the linguistic theory of questions (Ross, 1967) and represented questions as trans-
formations of declarative sentences (Chomsky, 1973). Question generation (QG) is
a natural language generation task that automatically generates question-type text
based on context input, which can lower the cost of the manual composition of
questions. As described by Heilman and Smith (2010), QG tasks are challenging for
that question transformation involves careful moves when dealing with word/phrase
substitution and order change, significantly when transforming sentences with com-
plex and long-distance dependencies. For instance, in the sentence “The teacher who
the students greeted is smiling”, pronoun “teacher” and its position as the object
of “greeted” represents a long-distance dependency. When we aim to ask questions
targeting the answer “the teacher”, QG should be clear about the interpretation
of “the teacher” as the person being “greeted by students” and generate valid ques-
tions like “who greeted by students is smiling?”. Vanderwende (2008) also pointed
out that good questions are beyond the syntactic transformation of declarative sen-
tences. A good QG approach needs to use synonyms or common sense knowledge
to produce fluent questions that contain words or phrases that do not occur in the
original text. Taking the second question “Through which communication way can
languages be transmitted?” from Figure 1.1 for example, “speech, sign or writing”
can be identified as a “communication way”, and “transmit” is a synonym for “con-
vey”. Moreover, unlike other natural language generation tasks, such as machine
translation (Hutchins and Somers, 1992) and summarization (Saggion and Poibeau,
2013) where the input is one single sequence, QG often needs to generate questions
to address specific answers, where the input consists of one context sequence and
one answer sequence.

2.1.1 Question Generation Evaluation Metrics
We note that researchers have deployed different strategies to evaluate the quality of
generated questions, depending on what datasets they have deployed to develop their
QG approaches. During the current phase, when researchers focus on neural-based
QG approaches, SQuAD has been widely used as the benchmark dataset (Chan and
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Fan, 2019; X. Du et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018), where BLEU-N (Papineni et al.,
2002) and ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) are deployed as the unified automatic evaluation
metrics to illustrate the performance gap of different neural approaches clearly. We
will describe the BLEU-N and ROUGE-L metrics in detail in Section 4.4. However,
for works that developing Feature-based QG approaches, researchers have employed
diverse customized dataset from various sources, such as Wikipedia (Heilman and
Smith, 2010; Labutov et al., 2015), Penn Treebank1 (Heilman and Smith, 2010) and
shared QG tasks2 Yao et al. (2012). Moreover, different metrics involving human
judgement regarding aspect of acceptance (Heilman and Smith, 2010), question type,
syntactic correctness and fluency, ambiguity and variety (Rus et al., 2010; Yao et al.,
2012), and relevance (Labutov et al., 2015) has been proposed and developed.

2.1.2 Feature-based and Neural-based QG Approaches
The QG task, in general is tackled by two lines of approaches, feature-based ap-
proaches and neural-based approaches. Feature-based approaches are excessively
determined by complex rules for different question types. For instance, for a subject-
verb-object word order sentence “[Subject] [Verb] [Object] ”, if the object refers
to a person, one specific rule is created as “Who did|does|do the [Subject] [Verb]
?”. Researchers have been working on feature-based approaches since 1976 (Wolfe,
1976) which generate Wh-questions (What, when, where, who, which) via single sen-
tences. Later, various rule-based approaches (W. Chen and Aist, 2009; Heilman and
Smith, 2010; Labutov et al., 2015; Mitkov and Ha, 2003; Yao et al., 2012) have been
proposed for QG tasks. In this section, we briefly describe three latest rule-based ap-
proaches (Heilman and Smith, 2010; Labutov et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2012) regarding
their methods and performance. Heilman and Smith (2010) used manually created
rules to overgenerate questions by syntactic transformations and then ranked the
questions through a logistic regression model. For evaluation, authors in Heilman
and Smith (2010) created a dataset including 2,807 training and 428 test examples,
and they achieved a 52% acceptable rate evaluated by employed annotators. Yao et
al. (2012) presented a semantic rewriting system that first maps sentences into their
meaning representations using deep linguistic parsing and then generate questions
based on manually created English deep precision grammar. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, Yao et al. (2012) conducted the evaluation
from independent human raters over 360 questions from QGSTEC2010 (Rus et al.,
2010) regarding the aspect of relevance, question type, syntactic correctness and
fluency, ambiguity and variety. Labutov et al. (2015) introduced an ontology-crowd-
relevance workflow that first represents input as the ontology of low-dimensional
using Wikipedia data, then generates questions based on manually created tem-
plates. With the help of an extracted Wikipedia corpus as the test dataset, the
approach proposed by Labutov et al. (2015) could generate relevant questions with
a precision of 85%.

Feature-based approaches construct question rules and templates to generate ques-
tions, which heavily depend on human effort and thus face problems of scaling. On
the other hand, Neural-based approaches generate questions in an end-to-end fash-
ion, eliminating the human’s effort to design manual rules and templates. X. Du
et al. (2017), denoted as NQG-RC, was the first work that deployed a neural-based
approach to solve the QG problem. Specifically, they employ LSTM-based encoder-
decoder architecture and adopt global attention to generate questions. NQG-RC has

1Wall Street Journal Data, from Marcus et al. (1993)
2The First Question Generation Shared Task Evaluation Challenge from Rus et al. (2010)
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outperformed various rule-based methods for BLEU-N and ROUGE-L QG meth-
ods. Zhao et al. (2018) (PLQG) further improved the QG performance by deploying
LSTM-based architecture that contains a gated self-attention encoder and maxout
pointer decoder. Chan and Fan (2019) (HLSQG), which is now the state-of-the-art
of QG task, proposed a BERT-based approach that highlights answer by adding a
special token to generate questions. As NQG-RC and PLQG are the best-performing
RNNs-based models in QG tasks, we deploy them as baselines in this project. In
addition, we would like to illustrate that good QG performance in the low-resource
scenario is a consequence of prompt-based learning rather than pre-training. Thus
HLSQG also serves as one of the baselines for our experiments.

2.2 Transformers

Figure 2.1: Architect of transformer encoder-decoder architecture, from Vaswani et al. (2017)

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017), which entirely depends on the self-attention
mechanism, has shown great effectiveness in various natural language tasks and
has been used as the base by modern pre-trained language models, such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), GPT (Brown et al., 2020), BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and T5
(Raffel et al., 2020). As indicated in Figure 2.1. the transformer encoder consists of
a stack of 6 identical layers. In each layer, there is one layer that performs the multi-
head self-attention mechanism and one fully connected feed-forward network layer.
The transformer decoder is also composed of 6 identical layers. Besides the attention
and feed-forward network layer, each layer has one more multi-head attention layer
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to perform attention calculation over the encoder output. In addition, the multi-
head attention layer in the decoder is modified to mask subsequent positions for
each position to ensure that predictions at each position only depend on outputs at
previous positions. The most essential mechanism in transformers is self-attention.
Through self-attention, rich features from modelling token-to-token interaction are
captured. Specifically, three matrices of Key 𝐾 , Query 𝑄, Value 𝑉 are established.
Firstly, all pairs of tokens’ attention weights are calculated through the softmax of
the dot product of 𝑄 and 𝐾 , then the attention output is computed as the weighted
sum of 𝑉 , shown as the following formula,

𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 ) = 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑄𝐾
𝑇

√
𝑑𝑘

)𝑉 (2.1)

where 𝑑𝑘 is the dimension of queries and keys. Multi-Head Attention concatenates
attention functions from ℎ different representation spaces and can attend to even
richer information.

𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑 (𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 ) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡 (𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1, . . . , 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛ℎ)𝑊 𝑜 (2.2)

2.3 Masked Language Model
Inspired by Cloze task (Taylor, 1953), Masked language model (MLM) was first in-
troduced by Devlin et al. (2019) as pre-training objective and can produce effective
result in various NLP tasks. Generally speaking, MLM randomly masks out some
tokens from the input sentence and then trains the model to reconstruct the input
based on the context data. Unlike the uni-directional language models either from
left-to-right or right-to-left, MLM can model pre-trained representations bidirection-
ally.

Given a sequence of text 𝑋 = [𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑖−1, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1 . . . , 𝑥𝑛], the joint probability
𝑝 (𝑥𝑖 |𝑋 ) of MLM could be composed as:

𝑃𝑀𝐿𝑀 (𝑋 ) =
𝑛∏
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑀𝐿𝑀 (𝑥𝑖 |𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑖−1, 𝑥𝑖+1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) (2.3)

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), which is based on transformer encoder architectures,
was the first pre-trained language model that deploys MLM as the unsupervised
task during the pre-training phase. Specifically, BERT uses the BooksCorpus (Zhu
et al., 2015) and English Wikipedia as the pre-training dataset and randomly masks
15% of all tokens in each input sequence. Then the final hidden states corresponding
to the mask token are fed to a softmax function to predict the original token from
the vocabulary.

MLM has been also used in transformer encoder-decoder based models, such as
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and PEGASUS (Zhang et al.,
2020) at the pre-training phase to initialize the model parameters. T5 created C43

dataset through Common Crawl. For unsupervised objectives, T5 randomly sam-
ples and drops 15% of tokens and replaces the consecutive spans of dropped tokens
with a single sentinel token. The target is to predict a complete sequence contain-
ing all the dropped spans of tokens with a special token to indicate the end of the
target sequence. BART use the same pre-training dataset as Liu, Ott, Goyal, J.

3https://www.tensorflow.org/datasets/catalog/c4
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Du, Joshi, D. Chen, Levy, Lewis, Zettlemoyer, Stoyanov, and Allen (2019), which
contains 160GB of text data. During the pre-training, text infilling and sentence
permutation are deployed to corrupt the input text. Specifically, 30% of the tokens
in each document were masked, and all sentences were permuted. Then BART is
trained to reconstruct the corrupted text. T5 and BART have shown strong perfor-
mance in various NLP tasks, including natural language understanding tasks (NLU),
classification tasks and text summarization tasks. PEGASUS solely focuses on text
summarization tasks and has proposed a new unsupervised MLM-based objective.
PEGASUS deploy C4 and HugeNews (3.8TB) as the pre-training dataset. During
pre-training, important sentences from the input document are firstly identified and
then masked. Then the language model is trained to generate the same important
masked sentences from the masked input. Specifically for spotting sentences of impor-
tance, they add a proxy to calculate ROUGE scores between the randomly selected
sentences and the rest of the sentences from the document. PEGASUS has achieved
the state-of-the-art performance on 12 summarization datasets (Zhang et al., 2020).

2.4 The Emerging of Prompt-based Learning
In the paradigm shift of NLP modelling, there has been phases of feature engineering,
architecture engineering, pre-train and fine-tune, and recent prompt-based learning.
Feature engineering often requires expert knowledge to manually design linguistic
features such as part-of-speech and sentence length for some specific tasks (Heilman
and Smith, 2010; Yao et al., 2012) Architecture engineering alleviates hand-made
feature engineering and could automatically learn features for NLP tasks in an
end-to-end fashion through designing suitable neural network architectures such as
LSTMs, and LSTMs with attention and transformers. Both feature engineering and
Architecture engineering could be regarded as fully supervised learning, where the
NLP models are trained on datasets that contain input and output examples and
are thus constrained to specific tasks. In the paradigm of pre-train and fine-tune,
neural networks with fixed architectures are pre-trained with a large amount of
data as language models (LM) in an unsupervised way, and researchers can simply
fine-tune the LM by adding an output layer adapting to various downstream tasks.

Recently, there is a new paradigm prompt-based learning exploring the prediction
ability of the pre-trained language model itself. Unlike supervised learning predicts
output purely based on input, prompt-based learning takes advantage of a text
prompt that transforms the input into a template that contains unfilled slots. The
language model will fill the unfilled slots with tokens based on the knowledge from
the pre-training phase. For example, when carrying sentiment analysis of a sentence
“I fell asleep during the movie”, a text prompt could be designed as “The movie
was ” and the LM could fill the blank with positive or negative words. For text
generation tasks such as machine translation, we could design the prompt template
as “English: Good Morning ! Swedish: ” and a LM could fill the unfilled slots
with the Swedish translation “god morgon!”.

The prompt-based learning approach has shown effectiveness when exposed to a
small number (few-shot) of training examples and zero (zero-shot) training instances
scenarios. Researchers could just apply a prompt function to transform input exam-
ples and similarly fine-tune pre-trained language models as the paradigm of pre-train
and fine-tune. A variety of applications have been applied with prompt-based learn-
ing, such as text classification and text generation. For instance, Gao et al. (2021)
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introduce prompt-based LM-BFF (better few-shot fine-tuning of language model)
to fine-tune LM using only a few examples effectively. Specifically, as indicated in
Table 2.1, prompt templates were designed for each task, and the LM was then
fine-tuned to predict the label words. For instance, when conducting SST-2 (senti-
ment analysis) task, a prompt function will transform the regular sentence 𝑆1 into
a prompt template <S1> It was [MASK], then LM will judge the sentiment of 𝑆1
with label words, such as great, terrible. This method outperforms vanilla fine-tuning
with an 11% average margin across 15 English single-sentence and double-sentences
tasks, including the General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) bench-
mark (Wang et al., 2019) and the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI)
(Bowman et al., 2015).

Task Prompt Template Label words
SST-2 <S1> It was [MASK] positive: great, negative: terrible
COLA <S1> This is [MASK] grammatical: correct, not grammatical: incorrect

Table 2.1: Examples of prompt template for classification Task, from Gao et al. (2021)

Schick and Schütze (2020) built GENPET and designed a prompt template as
instructions to help LM understand the summarization task in a data-efficient way.
In detail, when conducting summarization with CNN/DN dataset (See et al., 2017),
an input X is transformed to a prompt text TEXT:X and is fed into the
encoder. Then they append a designed prompt-based decoder prefix 𝑑 to a start
token <s>, forming a prompt text <s> Headline: to the decoder of a pre-trained seq-
to-seq model to generate summarization to fill the blank slots. Their experimental
results show that GENPET outperforms regular fine-tuning in zero-shot and few-
shot settings on six summarization tasks. Examples of the designed decoder prefix
and instruction can be found in Table 2.2.

Task Decoder prefix Prompt instruction
CNN/DM d1=Headline: TEXT: X <s> d1
AESLC d1=EMAIL Subject. TEXT: X <s> d1

Table 2.2: Examples of designed decoder prefix for summarization Task, from Schick and
Schütze (2020)

We note that when conducting natural language generation tasks, prompt-based
learning has been only applied to text summarization tasks, where the input data
is a single sequence of data. We want to apply prompt-based learning in the QG
task where pair sequence data (Context, Answer) should be fed to the model and
explore the capability of prompt-based learning as a data-efficient QG approach.
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3 Data and Methodology

This master thesis investigates prompt-based learning as a data-efficient approach
to tackling QG tasks. We deploy the SQuAD datasets, the same as previous import
neural-based methods. (Chan and Fan, 2019; X. Du et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018),
which is presented in Section 3.1. The details of the prompt-based QG approach are
elaborated in Section 3.2.

3.1 Data

Context

Within the Indo-European language tree, Dutch is grouped within the 
Germanic languages, which means it shares a common ancestor with 
languages such as English, German, and Scandinavian languages. All 
Germanic languages are united by subjection to the sound shifts of 
Grimm's law and Verner's law which originated in the Proto-Germanic 
language and define the basic differentiating features from other Indo-
European languages. This assumed to have originated in approximately 
the mid-first millennium BCE in Iron Age northern Europe

Question Which language tree groups Dutch with English?

Answer Indo-European

Span 11

Figure 3.1: An example of SQuAD dataset

In this project, we deploy the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD
1.1) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) as the base experiment dataset. The SQuAD dataset
was created for reading comprehension tasks to measure the machine’s ability to
understand natural language and knowledge by answering questions given a text.
The dataset contains more than 100,000 question/answer pairs from Wikipedia arti-
cles. Specifically, Rajpurkar et al. (2016) deployed Wikipedia’s internal PageRanks
to filter out the top 1,000 English Wikipedia pages, from which over 500 articles
were uniformly sampled. For each article, paragraphs were extracted by stripping
out non-textual data. To this end, there is over 23,000 paragraph which serves as
context information, covering various topics, such as music, celebrity and science.
Then crowdworkers were employed to create questions and spot answers from the
context.

An example taken from the dataset is shown in Figure 3.1, each Q/A pair consist
of Context, Question, Answer and Span information. The Context text describes
topic at paragraph level and a Question aims to ask for information of an Answer,
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MLM Encoder Blocks MLM Decoder Blocks

Input: P(A, C) <s> 𝑞! 𝑞" 𝑞 𝑞 … 𝑞#$"

𝑞! 𝑞 𝑞% 𝑞& … 𝑞#$" 𝑞#

Figure 3.2: Encoder-Decoder with pattern P to generate question Q

which is a text segment taken from the context. Span indicates the position offset
of the answer in the Context text. For the QG task, we aim to generate a natural
language question with a context and answer data provided in this project. As
indicated in Figure 3.1, providing the context describing European languages and
the target answer “Indo-European”, we aim to generate a question that conveys
similar topical information as “Which language tree groups Dutch with English?”.

3.2 Method
To generate a question 𝑄 (𝑞1, 𝑞2, . . . , 𝑞𝑛) targeting an answer 𝐴(𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛) within
context 𝐶 (𝑐1, 𝑐2, . . . , 𝑐𝑛), we firstly design a pattern 𝑃 that can be applied to 𝐴 and
𝐶 to get an input sequence 𝑋 .

𝑋 = 𝑃 (𝐴,𝐶) (3.1)

As indicated in Figure 3.1, an example of the 𝑋 applied with pattern could be
like “Question for answer 𝐴: [MASK] for context 𝐶” which contains a mask token
([MASK]).

Original Input Prompt template
A , C Question for answer 𝐴: [MASK] for context 𝐶

Table 3.1: Prompt template used in QG experiment

Motivated by Schick and Schütze (2020) that a pre-trained masked language
model (𝑀𝐿𝑀) is capable of achieving a substitute sequence for mask token in input
for text summarization task, we hypothesize that 𝑀𝐿𝑀 can generate a question 𝑄
to replace [MASK] in 𝑋 as well by computing the joint probability of Q as the
following formula:

𝑃𝑀𝐿𝑀 (𝑄 |𝑋 ) =
𝑛∏
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑀𝐿𝑀 (𝑞𝑖 |𝑋 ;𝑞1:𝑖−1) (3.2)
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As indicated in Fig 3.2, after applying the designed pattern to context 𝐶 and
answer 𝐴 data, we feed 𝑋 into the encoder blocks of the sequence-to-sequence model
to compute a hidden state representation ℎ𝑥 , then the decoder blocks use ℎ𝑥 to
generate the target question sequence 𝑄.

ℎ𝑥 = Encoder_Blocks(𝑋 ) (3.3)

𝑄 = Decoder_Blocks(ℎ𝑥 ) (3.4)

Specifically, we fine-tune the sequence-to-sequence model by training with exam-
ples of (𝑋,𝑄), minimizing the cross-entropy 𝐶𝐸 (𝑄, �̂�) between �̂� and 𝑄, where �̂� is
the predicted question sequence.

𝐶𝐸 (𝑄, �̂�) = −
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑞𝑖 log𝑞𝑖 (3.5)
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4 Experiment

In this chapter, we describe the experimental design including the datasets used to
train and test the model in a low-resource scenario, the evaluation metrics in as well
as model development.

4.1 SQuAD Dataset for Few-shot Learning Setting

Train Validation
SQuAD Dataset 87,599 10,570

Table 4.1: The original SQuAD dataset statistics

We use Datasets1 library from Huggingface2 to download and prepossess SQuAD
dataset. The original SQuAD dataset statistics are shown as Table 4.1.

Train Test Dev
Few-shot dataset 100 | 500 | 1,000 8,760 10,570

Table 4.2: The few-shot learning SQuAD dataset statistics

To create a few-shot learning scenario, we randomly sample 10% (8,760) of the
original training examples as the test dataset. Then we randomly sample 100 (0.13%),
500 (0.63%), and 1000 (1.3%) examples from the rest of the 90% training dataset as
the few-shot training dataset. The whole original validation dataset is used as the
development dataset. For randomly sampling, we experimented with ten different
seeds to ensure the stability and generalization of the performance. The few-shot
learning SQuAD dataset statistics are shown in Table 4.2. For each example with
prompt-based learning, we format the data as described in Section 3.2, applying a
prompt function on context and answer as input, and treat the question as output.

4.2 Baseline Setting
We compare our approach with previous state-of-the-art models in the few-shot
learning setting. Specifically, we selected two LSTM-based (X. Du et al. (2017) ;
Zhao et al. (2018)) and one pre-trained language model-based (Chan and Fan, 2019)
approach. X. Du et al. (2017) and Zhao et al. (2018) are selected because they are
widely used as solid baselines in the QG task. Chan and Fan (2019) are selected as
it is a pre-trained based QG approach which achieved SOTA performance, and we
also would like to illustrate the QG performance on a pre-trained model without
applying the prompt-based learning.

• NQG-RC (X. Du et al., 2017) A bidirectional LSTMs based seq2seq model.
1https://huggingface.co/datasets/squad
2https://huggingface.co/
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• PLQG (Zhao et al., 2018) A bidirectional LSTMs based seq2seq model with
a gated self-attention encoder.

• PEGASUS-HLSQG Pre-trained seq2seq language model PEGASUS deploy-
ing the approach of Chan and Fan (2019) that highlights answers with special
tokens to generate questions.

We reproduce all baselines by experimenting with the train, test and development
datasets we created for the few-shot learning question generation for each random
seed.

4.3 Implementation Details
Considering Zhang et al. (2020) is the recent seq2seq model that has achieved SOTA
text summarization tasks and has been proven effective with prompt-based learn-
ing in summarization by Schick and Schütze (2020), we deploy PEGASUS-LARGE3

from Huggingface as the base model for prompt-based QG task. PEGASUS-LARGE
also serves as the base model with one of the baseline approaches, HLSQG, avoiding
model bias when comparing the performance. For our prompt-based learning, we
use the prompt pattern “Question for answer 𝐴: [MASK] for context 𝐶”. For fine-
tuning process, recommended by Schick and Schütze (2020), Adafactor optimizer
is used during training and learning rate is set as 1e-4, with batch size configured
as 8. We fine-tune the PEGASUS-LARGE with the designed prompt pattern for
1 epoch. We employ Singularity4 to reproduce all baselines with the corresponding
software dependency libraries, and deploy the same training hyperparameters de-
scribed in each corresponding paper with the few-shot data described in section 4.1.
All experiments are performed on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics
In this project, to evaluate the quality of generated questions, we are deploying
BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE-L (Lin,
2004) as evaluation metrics, which is in line with the previous works (Chan and Fan,
2019; X. Du et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018).

4.4.1 BLEU
BLEU metrics were created for automatic machine translation evaluation. Specifi-
cally, BLEU metrics calculated the n-grams precision score 𝑝𝑛 to length 𝑁 between
a predicted sentence and reference sentences. The brevity penalty factor 𝐵𝑃 of short
sentences is introduced considering that longer predicted sentences are already pe-
nalized by the n-gram precision. BLEU is calculated as below:

𝐵𝑃 =

{
1 if 𝑐 > 𝑟
𝑒 (1−𝑟/𝑐) if 𝑐 ≤ 𝑟

(4.1)

and,

𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 = 𝐵𝑃 · exp
( 𝑁∑
𝑛=1

1
𝑁

log𝑝𝑛

)
(4.2)

where, 𝑐 and 𝑟 represent the length of predicted sentence and a reference sentence
respectively.

3https://huggingface.co/google/pegasus-large
4https://sylabs.io/guides/3.5/user-guide/introduction.html
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4.4.2 ROUGE
ROUGE is widely used to evaluate n-gram recall in summarization tasks to measure
if the predicted summary could convey similar topical information as a reference
summary. ROUGE-L measures summary quality by calculating the longest common
subsequence (LCS) based F-measure. Suppose a reference summary 𝑋 with length𝑚
and predicted summary 𝑌 with length 𝑛, the LCS of 𝑋 and 𝑌 is noted as 𝐿𝐶𝑆 (𝑋,𝑌 ),
the ROUGE-L is calculated as below:

𝑅 =
𝐿𝐶𝑆 (𝑋,𝑌 )

𝑚

𝑃 =
𝐿𝐶𝑆 (𝑋,𝑌 )

𝑛

𝐹 =
2𝑅𝑃
𝑅 + 𝑃

(4.3)

4.4.3 Question Quality Metrics
To quantitatively reflect generated question quality regarding over-fitting, grammar
proficiency and diversity, we design three more metrics to complement BLEU-N and
ROUGE-L, inspired by the quality metrics defined in Rus et al. (2010) regarding
the aspect of question type, syntactic correctness, and variety.

• Over-fitting Score We simply calculate the number of unique generated ques-
tions to measure Over-fitting Score. A more over-fitted model will produce the
same sentences regardless of context and answer information, which results in
a lower number of unique questions.

• COLA-Score We deploy a pre-trained BERT model5 fine-tuned with the COLA
dataset6 to detect whether a generated question is a grammatical English
sentence. We calculated the number of grammatical sentences as COLA-Score.

• Diversity We calculate the statistics of the generated “what, which, who, when,
where, how, why” questions from each model and then compare them with the
distribution in reference questions.

5https://huggingface.co/textattack/bert-base-uncased-CoLA
6https://huggingface.co/datasets/glue
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5 Result

In this chapter, we present the experiment results of our approach and baseline mod-
els. To indicate the performance of our approach in the few-shot learning scenario,
as described in Section 4.1, the average metrics scores of BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3,
BLEU-4 and ROUGE-L with ten different random seeds are used to measure the
question generation quality with each training dataset size.

5.1 Performance of Baseline Models

Baselines BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
NQG-RC 22.8 (42.54) 7.9 (25.33) 3.6 (16.98) 0.2 (11.86) 23.6 (39.37)
PLQG 25.5 (45.69) 8.2 (30.25) 2.5 (22.16) 0.5 (16.85) 26.7 (44.99)
HLSQG 26.9 (41.11) 8.4 (24.63) 3.4 (16.5) 1.2 (10.71) 30.2 (45.26)

Table 5.1: Performance of baseline models with 1000 training data. In parenthesis, previously
state-of-the-art performance with full training data reported in Chan and Fan (2019),
performance of PEGASUS-HLSQG with full training data is also added.

The performance of baseline models with 1000 training data is illustrated in Table
5.1. Compared with their reported performance in Chan and Fan (2019) shown in
Table 5.1, we can see that the performance of the baseline models in the few-shot
scenario is significantly lower compared to the previously reported baseline. The low
BLEU-N and ROUGE-L scores indicate that the predicted question is very different
from the reference question regarding both n-gram token and topic similarity. We
manually check the generated question quality on the test dataset for each baseline
model and find that, a detailed analysis could be found in Section 5.3:

• NQG-RC strongly overfits the training data and produces the same questions
from the training examples regardless of context and answer information.

• PLQG suffers from producing grammatically correct and informative ques-
tions. It can only generate meaningless sentences starting with “what”. For
instance, for a reference question “what color is pure copper?”, the generated
question is “what is is copper copper copper copper?”

• PEGASUS-HLSQG can generate meaningful questions. However, PEGASUS-
HLSQG cannot generate questions asking around the same topic of reference
questions. For example, for a reference question “what color is pure copper?”,
the generated question is “What is the difference between yellow and orange?”

5.2 Performance of Prompt-based Question Generation
Prompt-based QG aims to generate questions to fill the blank slots by giving a
prompt template that contains context, answer, blank slots and simple textual QG
instruction. As shown in Table 5.2, prompt-based question generation approach
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Training Size BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
10 (0.013%) 8.2 4.2 2.4 1.5 15.7
100 (0.13%) 30.2 19.2 13.3 9.6 35
500 (0.63%) 34.7 23.5 17 12.7 40.1
1000 (1.3%) 36.8 25.6 18.9 14.2 41.9

78,839 (100%) 37.3 26 19.2 14.7 42.1

Table 5.2: Performance of our approach over different training data size

demonstrate strong performance in the few-shot learning scenario. Even with as few
as 100 examples, the prompt-based approach outperforms NQG-RC, PLQG and
PEGASUS-HLSQG training with 1000 examples by a big margin. When training
with 1000 examples, the prompt-based approach surprisingly performs even better
than fully trained NQG-RC on BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-4 and ROUGE-L.

We also performed a manual quality analysis on the generated questions using
the model trained with 1000 examples. The prompt-based approach could generate
meaningful questions that convey similar topical information as reference questions,
and some of the questions are formulated in a different structure than the reference
questions.

5.3 Generated Question Quality Analysis
The metric scores of generated questions from each model as well as reference ques-
tions are summarized in Table 5.3 and 5.4. The results are calculated based on the
experiment with 1000 training examples and 8670 reference questions.

Unique questions Grammatical questions
Reference 8756 8280
NQG-RC 1822 6307
PLQG 7550 396
PEGASUS-HLSQG 8256 8654
Prompt-based Approach 8668 8551

Table 5.3: Question Quality scores on over-fitting and COLA-Score. eg: with the test dataset
of 8760 examples, NQG-RC generated 1822 unique questions, 6307 of the generated
questions are grammatically correct.

As indicated in Table 5.3, NQG-RC have serious over-fitting problem that out
of 8760 examples, it can only generated 1822 unique questions. PLQG’s ability to
generate grammatically correct questions is poor, only 396 generated questions by
PLQG are detected as grammatical English sentences.

Table 5.3 also shows that both the Prompt-based Approach and PEGASUS-
HLSQG can generate new and grammatical questions. However, compared to the
prompt-based approach, PEGASUS-HLSQG achieves 90% lower BLEU-N and 30%
lower ROUGE-L scores. The result indicates that questions generated from PEGASUS-
HLSQG might ask random questions only based on the context, ignoring the topical
information related to the target answer. We also calculated the question type dis-
tributions of generated questions from the PEGASUS-HLSQG and prompt-based
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Who Where When Why What Which How
Reference 10% 4% 7% 1% 53% 7% 10%
PEGASUS-HLSQG 2% 0.8% 1% 0.1% 87% 0.5% 0.5%
Prompt-based Approach 13% 0.6% 11% 0.3% 65% 0.2 % 9%

Table 5.4: Question Quality on diversity. e.g.: Among all the generated questions, 87% of them
are “what” questions generated by PEGASUS-HLSQG

approach as well as reference questions, shown in Table 5.4. As the result shows,
PEGASUS-HLSQG intends to generate “what” questions. Among the generated
questions, 87% of them are “what” questions, while in the reference questions “what”
questions only account for 55 percent. In contrast, the prompt-based approach pro-
duces 65% questions of type “what” and the question type distribution is much
closer to that of the reference questions. We also include some examples generated
by our approach, illustrated in Table 5.5 to indicate the question’s grammatical and
topical quality.

By Prompt-based approach Reference Questions
How many people are members of the
Commonwealth of Nations?

What is the population of the Common-
wealth?

What company does Beyonce and her
mother Tina belong to?

Beyonce’s family’s company name is
what?

When did Martine Rothblatt publish
her book Two Stars for Peace?

When was Two Stars for Peace pub-
lished?

What was the new concept for architec-
ture in the 20th century?

What novel concept was introduced at
the end of the 20th century?

Table 5.5: Generated question examples from our approach
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6 Discussion

The experiments clearly show that the prompt-based approach can effectively gen-
erate meaningful questions in few-shot learning scenarios. With 1000 training exam-
ples, the prompt-based approach outperforms selected baselines with a big margin
of at least 36.8%, 204.8%, 455.9%, 1083.3% and 57.9%, respectively for BLEU-1,
BLEU-2, BLEU-3 and ROUGE-L metrics. In fact, with 1000 training examples, the
prompt-based approach beats NQG-RC, which is a strong QG baseline with full
data (78× more training examples) on BLEU-2, BLEU-3, BLEU-3 and ROUGE-L.
After checking the generated question quality, we find that LSTMs based approaches
(NQG-RC and PLQG) failed to get appropriately trained in few-shot learning sce-
narios and could not produce meaningful and grammatical questions. PEGASUS-
HLSQG, which deploys pre-trained language models, could generate grammatical
questions. However, the generated questions are off the topical information, which
indicates that in few-shot learning scenarios, a regular fine-tuning approach can-
not make the language model fully understand the tasks. In contrast, the designed
prompt pattern helped the language model understand the task better, and can
generate questions with high-quality both in perspective of grammar and topical
relevance. The result shows that prompt-based learning could be a promising data-
efficient approach to address QG in low-resource scenarios, such as domain-specific
and multilingual QG.
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Figure 6.1: Performance over different training data sizes

As indicated in Fig 6.1, the performance of the prompt-based approach increased
dramatically as the training data size increased from 10 to 100. However, the per-
formance increasing speed slows down after the training data size reach 1000. As
a result, when training with the entire dataset, the prompt-based approach shows
a performance gap compared with PLQG. We also note that PEGASUS-HLSQG,
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which deploys the state-of-the-art method from Chan and Fan (2019) is outper-
formed by PLQG for BLEU-N metrics. We will conduct future work to apply the
same prompt-based method to other pre-trained seq2seq models such as BART
(Lewis et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) to investigate whether this behaviour
to due to the prompt-based method or PEGASUS model.

As Chan and Fan (2019) discussed, the BLEU-N and ROUGE-L scores reflect how
similar the generated question is to a reference question. In some cases, however, two
very different questions might ask around the same topic. For instance, one of the
generated questions is “How many people are members of the Commonwealth of
Nations?” achieves a next to zero BLEU-4 score against a reference question “What
is the population of the Commonwealth?”. We argue that only pushing generated
questions more and more similar to reference questions does not perfectly reflect the
questions quality. New evaluation metrics or human evaluation should be involved
in future work.

In Section 5.3 Table 5.3, the number of grammatically correct sentences out of
8760 reference questions is 8280, which indicates that the quality of the original
dataset needs to be improved. An example of such non-grammatical questions is
“Beyonce’s family’s company name is what ?”, and the corresponding generated
question via our approach is “What company does Beyonce and her mother Tina
belong to?”. In this case, while the generated question is much different from the
reference question, it can be regarded as better quality than the reference question.
However, the metric scores which measure similarity to reference questions failed to
reflect the real question quality. Thus, we could try to replicate the experiment on
the same dataset but with manual grammar correction in the future. We could also
experiment with other datasets, such as NewsQA and MS MARCO, to investigate
the generalization of the prompt-based method on question generation.

In summary, the prompt-based QG outperforms all previous SOTA QG models
with a vast margin in low-resource scenarios and could produce meaningful sentences
with as few as 1,000 training examples. It is promising to deploy the prompt-based
QG as a data-efficient approach to develop QG systems with limited data while
evading expert knowledge to design complex features. We have only applied the
prompt-based learning to the PEGASUS model and SQuAD dataset. Thus we en-
courage future works validating the generalization of the prompt-based QG with
other pre-trained seq2seq language models and datasets. We also note a perfor-
mance bottleneck of the prompt-based QG with data-adequate scenarios as well
as the trustworthiness of current neural QG evaluation metrics, which indicates a
question: For certain NLP tasks such as QG, which prediction is more reliable? The
one based on the knowledge from the pre-training phase, or the one based on large-
scale fine-tuning data? We believe an essential next step is to define new evaluation
metrics that could reflect the question quality better for neural approaches.
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7 Conclusion and Future work

In this thesis, we have investigated the capability of prompt-based learning when
tackling question generation where no adequate training data are provided.

The contributions of this thesis are to: i) fill in the research gap of applying
prompt-based learning to natural language generation tasks where the input are
pair sequences, such as QG; ii) propose a data-efficient approach for QG task when
training examples is limited.

Specifically, we have designed and constructed a prompt template of QG task
instructions in a textual format containing a blank token that is understandable by
a pre-trained sequence-to-sequence language model. We then fine-tuned the model
with a few training examples with the instruction so that the model could understand
the QG task and can substitute the blank token with an automatic generated ques-
tion. We have reproduced the best-performing QG models, including RNNs-base
(NQG-RC, PLQG) and pre-train-based (PEGASUS-HLSQG) models as baselines.
Our experiment results indicate that our proposed prompt-based QG outperforms
all strong baseline models in low-resource scenarios and even beats one previous
SOTA model (NQG-RC) training with complete training data. In fact, the prompt-
based QG approach is capable of producing questions with good grammar and topic
relevance when training with as few as 1,000 examples.

Our study showed promising results with prompt-based learning for QG. However,
there are many aspects that could or should be further explored :

• We have conducted a qualitative analysis of the generated questions and sug-
gest that BLEU-N and ROUGE-L could only reflect the question quality of
fluency and relevance, neglecting other aspects such as question type, variety,
syntactic correctness and ambiguity. Thus, it would be essential to conduct
future work by designing proper metrics for QG tasks.

• We have only applied prompt-based QG to PEGASUS model and SQuAD
dataset, while we believe prompt-based QG could work well with other seq2seq
language models, such as T5 and BART, as well as other datasets, e.g. NewsQA
and MS MARCO. It would be interesting for future work to validate the
generalization of prompt-based QG.

Compared with the SQuAD dataset (100 k examples), some domain specific
datasets, such as SciQ (Johannes Welbl, 2017) (educational dataset, 13.7 k exam-
ples) and Medical CBQ corpus (Leo et al., 2019) (clinical dataset, 435 examples) are
relatively small and could not be used to train a proper tradition neural QG model.
In contrast, the prompt-based QG have the potential to build QG models with this
amount of data and thus could help scale QG systems in the educational and clinical
domain. We would be delighted if the prompt-based QG could help to boost the
educational and clinical application development in low-resource scenarios.
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